
ABOUT SUN GARDENS DUBROVNIK

Sun Gardens Dubrovnik is a 5-star resort located on the scenic Adriatic coast 

in Croatia. The hotel offers more than 200 guest rooms in addition to world-class 

amenities, including a private beach, three pools, a spa, sports center, conference 

facilities, a variety of restaurants and bars featuring local and international cuisine, and a 

retail shopping area. The resort has won numerous awards, both locally and across Europe and 

worldwide. Sun Gardens Dubrovnik is part of The Leading Hotels of the World, a prestigious collection 

of independent luxury hotels.

When Sun Gardens Dubrovnik opened its doors in 2009, the hotel worked with a local reseller to deploy a 

Nomadix access gateway for managing guest internet. When that gateway reached end of life, Sun Gardens 

Dubrovnik turned to its IT manager, Dino Baraba, to upgrade and deploy a newer Nomadix gateway.

5 STAR RESORT  
IN CROATIA  
TAKES CONTROL  
OF ITS BANDWIDTH  
WITH NOMADIX

“We have had a long-standing,  

beneficial partnership with Nomadix  

since the opening of our hotel. Nomadix is  

on the cutting-edge of internet access 

technology – and their products have  

enabled us to better serve our guests  

for more than eight years.”

– Dino Baraba, IT Manager,  
Sun Gardens Dubrovnik

CHALLENGE

With more and more guests carrying multiple Wi-Fi-enabled devices, Sun Gardens Dubrovnik sought a gateway that 

could accommodate up to a few thousand devices at once. The gateway also needed powerful bandwidth management 

capabilities so that guests would receive a fair proportion of bandwidth during their stay. Integration was also a challenge, 

as Sun Gardens Dubrovnik runs a full Cisco network – including switches and wireless access points – so the new gateway 

needed the ability to easily integrate with these existing technologies. The Nomadix gateway met all of these criteria.



SOLUTION

As part of the implementation, Nomadix worked with Dino Baraba to make sure that the Nomadix gateway was configured 

to integrate with the Cisco network as well as meet other needs, including authentication through the PMS for easy log-in. 

A load balancing module was also built in, which helped optimize internet service for different tiers of hotel guests. 

The Nomadix gateway has enabled Sun Gardens Dubrovnik to capitalize on newer technology and offer new features 

that will benefit its guests. Equipped with a range of bandwidth conservation and management capabilities, the Nomadix 

gateway allows the hotel to stretch bandwidth utilization to the maximum to ensure that the quality of the connection is 

optimum, that each user gets fair access to bandwidth, and that users who pay for a superior connection will receive a 

superior connection. With a new throughput of up to 5 Gigabit per second (Gbp/s), the Nomadix gateway provides a faster 

internet connection to allow the hotel to better handle the volume of internet traffic.

The Nomadix gateway also has enabled Sun Gardens Dubrovnik to distinguish between different areas of the resort that 

required different levels of bandwidth – in the conference center, in the lobby, in the guest rooms. Now conference center 

guests can purchase bandwidth for their event and define the bandwidth limitations (number of users, speed and more) 

based on the amount purchased. This ability to fine-tune bandwidth demand allows the hotel to better meet 

guest expectations.

RESULTS AND PLANS MOVING FORWARD

The bandwidth management capabilities of the Nomadix gateway have allowed Sun Gardens Dubrovnik to use their total 

available bandwidth more efficiently. The hotel can now serve multiple locations on the network – including conference 

spaces, guest rooms, lobby, and more – without worrying about the quality of the connection. This bandwidth management 

has resulted in better internet quality throughout the hotel, which has led to greater guest satisfaction.

In fact, the results have been so positive that Sun Gardens Dubrovnik is currently considering another upgrade to 

the newest Nomadix gateway, which has an SFP+ fiber module that supports fiber-based network deployments to 

accommodate increasing bandwidth demands.

ABOUT NOMADIX
Nomadix’s commitment to high-speed internet access and bandwidth management technologies is exemplified by its 

family of internet access gateways and deep-packet inspection appliances. The company’s internet gateways can support 

the deployment of networks with up to 8,000 simultaneous mobile devices. Its Alloc8 – X Series can support up to 10GB 

of data throughput. With Nomadix, properties can effectively allocate bandwidth and optimally manage and monetize its 

network access to provide a world-class internet experience for its guests. For more information, visit www.nomadix.com.
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